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Imagine

Latitude 39.109223° Longitude-74.730782

The Site
A true waterfront fishing, sailing, watercraft, and
boater’s paradise located at the end of the 21st
Street peninsula on the intra-coastal waterway in
Avalon New Jersey. This magnificent site is one
of the most picturesque big water locations in all
of South Jersey. Situated at the end of
Pennsylvania Harbor at the Intracoastal waterway,
this property affords huge bayfront water views as
well as the natural waterfowl habitat of Cedar
Island and Island in the Sun. Blue Herons, egrets,
cormorants, terns, laughing gulls, gannets, ducks,
geese and a plethora of other shore birds and
animals share this beautiful and unique one of a
kind location.
The Lay of the Land
Surrounded by water on three sides, each of the
buildings are positioned so as to allow for
maximum light, airflow, and views. The
architectural design features a multitude of
windows that frame and capture the raw beauty
that this one of a kind site affords. The
bulkheaded upland site of the Anchorage extends
outward some fifty feet into the Pennsylvania
Harbor. These aspects allow for views that
transcend that of the neighboring Bayfront
properties and is patently unique to this site.

The Townhouse Units
The Marina units are the only true four story
residential properties in all of Avalon. Each
custom unit offers five bedrooms, five and a half
baths, each with two-car garage as well as a
driveway and additional off-street parking for
guests. These state of the art townhomes are
equipped with a high end kitchen package that
includes Wolf ranges, Bosch refrigerators,
hardwood cabinetry and granite countertops.

y"r life here…

The Docks
Each townhome unit comes with a generous boat
slip to accommodate a 30ft vessel as well as a
wave runner slip at the Marina’s brand-new, state
of the art docking facility. The new aluminum
docking system engineered, designed, constructed
and installed by Channel Marine will set the bar
and act as the new standard for boat docking
systems in South Jersey.

The Construction
The marina is being built by the highly regarded
construction firm of Thomas Welsh Builders. For
over thirty years Welsh builders has delivered high
quality well constructed homes that have stood the
test of time. Their vast knowledge and experience in
construction will help bring the Marina project from
a conceptual dream to a magnificent reality.
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Financing
The Marina at Avalon
Anchorage is offering low
interest owner financing to
qualified buyers. Please contact
the marina for further
information on the various
financing options.
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